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Six different textures and colors of  tiles to maintain the aesthetic tradition of  classic Mediterranean and 

Tuscan roof  tops.  Thanks to new cutting-edge industrial technologies, faithfully respecting all architectural 

traditions, these tiles offer maximum quality, resistance and guarantee to preserve their beauty and value 

overtime at an affordable price. The quality of  these tiles commences with a careful selection and mixing of  

the best clays, tested in well-equipped laboratory.  A process of  production under total electronic control and a 

lengthy firing in modern kilns guarantee the highest standards of  quality. The resulting properties are: high 

mechanical and bending strength and resistance to frost, low permeability meeting all certification and 

properties regarding UNI EN 538-539 standards. 

NEW TERRACOTTA CLAY ROOF TILES 

TRIDENTUM

MALVASIA

VERNACCIA



Torespond to the needs of different tastes and traditions

Chianti

CHIANTI, in a warm natural red

color derived from the character

of fine Tuscan clay, it brings the

roofs of our regions to life.

GALESTRO, a pale, rosy color, it

recalls the soft and mellow tones of

the Tuscan countryside.

RISERVA, aged red tiles that

mimic perfectly the effects of time

on the surface. They represent the 

ideal solution for a restoration 

characterized by an intense coloring.

Vernaccia Malvasia SanGiovese

VERNACCIA, the blend of pale

clays and slips creates mellow

shades and hues in a perfect

harmony of the past and present.

MALVASIA, in the typical yellow

color of Mediterranean roofs,

presents pleasing contrasts,

harmoious combinations and the

appeal of the ancient products.

SANGIOVESE, the greenish

weathering, found in this line, 

mimics the moss formed over time

on the old countryside farmhouses.
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Galestro Riserva

SIX COLORS
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A custom blend of  40% Vernaccia, 40% Riserva and 20% SanGiovese

Vernaccia
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TEGOLAROMANA GRONDA ROMANACOPPO COLMO CDEVIATORI

17”x 13”-11”

74 pcs/square-

roof  in 

combination with 

coppo tile

11 lbs/pc

108 pcs/crate

17”x 13”-13”

12 lbs/pc

104 pcs/crate

17”x 7”1/2-6”3/8

74 pcs/square-roof

in combination with 

Tegola tile

315 pcs/square-roof  

6 lbs/pc

248 pcs/crate

17”x 7”1/2-6”3/8

10 lbs/pc

100 pcs/crate

16 lbs/pc

Malvasia
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